
DARWIN AUTOMOTIVE ENROLLS 2,000TH
DEALERSHIP
ISELIN, NEW YORK, USA, September 11, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Darwin Automotive, a leading
F&I software provider for the automotive industry, today announced that it has reached a significant
milestone; enrolling its 2,000th dealership nationwide.  

Since launching just 19 months ago, Darwin Automotive has achieved record growth across the U.S.,
securing endorsements with the nation’s top F&I product providers and developmental agencies, as
well as three of the top publicly traded dealer groups. “We are proud to be part of such a great
industry and want to thank all our business partners as the response to our application has been
incredible!” said Phillip Battista, Chief Executive Officer of Darwin Automotive.

In 2017 Darwin rolled out two of the largest auto groups in the country: Sonic Automotive and Group
1, and is currently deploying three more of the top ten enterprise groups in the US. In addition, just
last month Darwin announced a new endorsement from Nissan Extended Services North America
(NESNA). 

“At a time of tremendous growth, we are not remaining idle but instead are continuing to innovate. In
September we will be launching the only patented online selling system in the world with real-time F&I
and accurate payments,” said Battista. “Darwin is truly committed to protecting the profitability of the
dealership. With Darwin Online, dealerships will be able to have a true F&I department; open 24-
hours a day, 365-days a year, while providing a unique customer experience,” Battista added.

About Darwin Automotive
Darwin Automotive was created by a team of industry experts whom were involved in creating one of
the first electronic F&I Menus to ever hit the market.  Darwin exploded on to the scene in 2016
averaging 85 new dealer enrollments a month.  In 2017, they appear to be operating at a supersonic
pace thanks to partnerships with AFAS, JM&A, Resource Automotive and a licensing deal with
leading DMS provider CDK Global.
More information is available at www.DarwinAutomotive.com.
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